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In this paper we generalize the notions of representative function and the upper 
nought dual (also called continuous dual) functor (which takes an algebra A to the 
coalgebra A°), and use these notions to give a new, more explicit description of the 
coffee coalgebra on a vector space. If A is an algebra over a field k, then f~A* (the 
dual space) is a representative funtion on A if there exists ~ gi(~ht ~A*®A* such 
that, for all a, beA,  f(ab)=~gi(a)hi(b ) (the ordinary notion (see [2]) of 
representative function on a monoid or group M is obtained by taking A = kM, the 
monoid algebra, and restricting f, g,, h~ to M). These maps form a coalgebra with 
A f= S, g,®h,; this is one way of describing the coalgebra A ° (see [1]; in [3, Chap. 
6], entitled "(  )0,,, an equivalent definition - A°= { feA*]  Kerf_9 a cofinite ideal 
of A} - is used). 
We shall introduce a more general notion of representative function, this being 
a certain kind of linear function from a graded algebra A to the tensor algebra TV 
of a vector space V over k. We shall show that the space of these forms a coalgebra, 
which we shall denote by A ° .  The coalgebra A ° arises as the special case V= k, or 
for arbitrary V when A is trivially graded. Another special case, with A = k[x] 
graded by degree, gives a new construction of the cofree coalgebra on V (cf. [3]); 
this construction plays an important role in some work on commutative Hopf 
algebras and Lie coalgebras which is to appear in subsequent papers. The present 
paper also gives a related new construction for the cofree cocommutative coalgebra 
on V. 
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1. Representative functions 
Throughout the paper k denotes a given field, and all vector spaces, (co)algebras 
and tensor products are over k. All gradings are llq gradings. Also V denotes a 
vector space, TV= @ TnV the tensor algebra on V with the grading just displayed, 
and A a graded algebra (associative with 1). 
Let TV A denote the vector space of all graded linear functions of degree 0 from 
A to TV, that is, all linear functions f :  A ~ TV such that if a ~ An, then fa ~ T n V. 
Definition. We call f6  TV A representative if there exists a finite set I and family 
{gi, hi}te1 of elements of TV A such that 
f(ab) = E (gta)(hi b) Va, beA.  (1) 
i 
(On the right side the multiplication is of course that in the tensor algebra.) 
It clearly suffices that this condition hold just for all homogeneous a, b in A. The 
set of representative elements of TV A is a subspace, which we shall denote by A ° .  
The linear map O: TVA® TvA~ TVA®A determined by 
~o(f@ g)(a @ b) = (fa)(gb) 
is injective. This may be seen by noting that the canonical map of Hom(A, TV)® 
Hom(A, TV) to Hom(A®A, TV®TV)  is injective and that for all m,n in N the 
multiplication map Tmv® T"V--'Tm+nv is injective. It follows that if feA°v, 
then the element A f= ~,,gi®hi such that (1) holds is uniquely determined by f. 
Lemma 1. For f EA °, Af  ~A°  ®A °. 
This lemma, whose proof is postponed to the next section, shows that d may be 
regarded as a comultiplication on A °.  We let e" A°--*k be the evaluation map 
ef=fe at the unit element e of A. 
Theorem 1. (A °,  d, e) is a coalgebra. 
Proof. That A is coassociative may be seen by evaluating f((ab)c) and f(a(bc)) and 
using the injectivity of the map analogous to p sending ®3(TVA) to TV ®3A. 
Similarly, that e is a counit is seen by evaluating f(ea) and f(ae). 
We recall [3] that ( )* : Coalg~Alg °p, ( )0 : Algop~Coalg form a pair of adjoint 
functors. This generalizes as follows. We have just constructed (the object map of) 
a functor ( ) ° :  (GrAlg)°P~Coalg. Given a coalgebra C, the algebra Horn(C, TV) 
has a graded subalgebra, which we denote by C~,, obtained by taking (C~)n = 
Horn(C, TnV), n>_0. This gives a functor ( )~: Coalg~(GrAlg) °p. Then ( )~,, ( )o 
form an adjoint pair, as can be proved by extending pp. 117-119 of [3]. 
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We now consider the algebra k[x]°v where k[x] is the polynomial algebra in one 
indeterminate graded by degree. Along with the structural maps A and e there is an 
additional map n" k[x ]°~V which is just evaluating at x~k[x]: nf=f(x). 
Theorem 2. (k[x] °,  n) is (a realization of) the co free coalgebra on V. Moreover if 
D is a coalgebra, q~ :D ~ V a linear map, and 0" D ~k[x] ° is the unique coalgebra 
map such that nO = ~o, then for d ~ D, 
(0d)(1) = cod, 
(od)(x")= ~ ~do)®...®~od~n ) (n= 1,2,...). (2) 
(d) 
Proof. If o'D--'k[x]°v is a coalgebra map such that nO=~0, then (Od)(1) =cOd= 
eDd, (od)(x)= nod= ~od, and if (2) holds for a given n, then 
(Od)(x "+1 ) = Od(xnx I ) = ~, (Od)d)(x") @ (Od)(z)(X) 
(qd) 
= ~ Od~b(xn)@od(z)(x) 
(el) 
= ® ® q,d¢. + 
(d} 
so that (2) holds for all n. This proves the uniqueness of 0. To prove existence, let 
0 be the map defined by (2). Then 0 preserves e since cod= (0d)(1)= cod. To show 
that comultiplication is preserved, that is, A~d= ~td~ Odtt)® Odt2), it suffices by (1) 
and (2) to show that 
tPd(1) ~)""  ~) (°d(m + n) = ~ (Od(1) xm) (~ (Od(2)x n) 
(d) (d) 
for all m, n. But this equality follows by an application of (2) to the right side. [] 
We remark on a generalization of Theorem 2. We let W be a vector space and 
take the grading on TW in which the elements of W have degree 1. For each n we 
identify ®~ Hom(W, V) with its canonical image in Horn(® ~ W, ®" V). For fe  
(TW) ° and n >__1 we let f (x  ~) (=f(x) if n = 1) denote the component of f in 
Horn(®" W, ®" V), that is, f restricted to domain ®n W and codomain ®" V. We 
define n' (TW)°- - ,Hom(W, V) by nf=f(x). For the special case in which W=kx 
is 1-dimensional, Hom(®" W, ®" V) is identified with ®"V via evaluation at 
(~nx=xn,  and the new notation is consistent with the old. The same proof as 
above now gives the following generalization. 
Theorem 2'. In Theorem 2 change each k[x] ° to (TW)°v and each V (not occurring 
as a subscript in k[x] °)  to Hom(W, V). Then the changed statement holds. 
The special case V= k gives the following result, which was used in [3] in the proof 
of the existence of cofree coalgebras. 
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Corollary 1. (TW) ° (together with the map (TW) °~ W* given by restriction to W) 
is the co free coalgebra on W*. 
2. Truncated translates and the proof of Lemma 1 
For beAn (n>0) and A e(TnV) * we define a linear mapping R(b,;0: TV A'-'~ 
TV A as follows. For fe  TV A and a eA we set (bnf)a =f(ab); thus bRf is a graded 
linear map of degree n of A to TV. Also we let An be the linear map (of degree -n)  
of TV to TV which is 0 on Tiv for i<n and I®A on Tm+nv= Tmv@ TnV for 
each m>0.  We set R(b,A)=2RbR; thus R(b,2)f, which we call a right truncated 
translate of f ,  is in TV A. For any subset X of TV A we shall denote by RX the 
subspace of TV A spanned by all right truncated translates R(b, )t)f of elements f in 
X. If X= {f} we just write Rf  in place of R{f}.  We also have the analogously 
defined left truncated translates L(b,A)f=2Lbzf and LX. 
By a graded basis of TV we mean a basis B = U,>0 Bn such that, for each n, Bn 
is a basis of TnV. For each weBn we let 2w denote the linear functional on TnV 
with AO=~wo (oeBn). For Xc_ TV A, we denote by RsX (or Rsf  if X= {f}) the 
subspace of RX spanned by all those R(b,A)f ( feX)  for which A e {~-w[ weB}. 
We also have the analogously defined LBX. 
Theorem 3. Suppose f e TV A. The following are equivalent: 
(i) f is representative. 
(ii) Rf is finite-dimensional. 
(iii) RBf is finite-dimensional for some graded basis B of TV. 
Proof. I f f  is representative, then it follows from (1) that R(b, 2)f= r,, 2(hib)gi and 
hence Rf  is finite-dimensional. Conversely, suppose RBf is finite-dimensional, and 
let {g~, . . . ,  gr} be a basis of RBf. We are going to determine hi, ..., hr such that (1) 
holds. For a given n_>0 let B,,= {wjljeJ } and write 2j for 2w,. For each j e J  and 
beAn there are scalars a,jb (which are linear in b) such that R(b,)b)f= ~,,a,vog ,. 
Then for aeAm (and so (bnf)ae Tmv@TnV) we have 
f(ab) = (bnf)a = ~ (R(b, 2j ) f )a® wj 
j~ J  
t= ] JEJ  l= 1 jE J  
We then get (1) by setting 
h,b = auow j 
j~ J  
(i= 1,. . . ,r;  beAn). 
It remains to show that this sum is finite (when V is infinite-dimensional), that is, 
that a,gb = 0 for all but finitely many j. For each a in A let 
K,~= {(al .... , Otr) e krl oqgla + "'" + argra=O}. 
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Thus Ko is a subspace of k r and, since ~,~ K~ = 0, there is a finite subset A' of A 
such that ~A,  Ka=O. For each aeA and beA, ,  
~_. CtOogia= (R(b, ;tj)f)a: O 
I 
except for j in a finite subset J~,a of J. Therefore, i f j¢  [.jo~A. Ja, b (this union being 
a finite set), then 
(%b, ... , %b) e ('i Ko :  {(o,...,o)}. 
aEA '  
Hence the sum defining htb is finite. [] 
Corollary 2. If f eA °, then Af  eRf®Lf .  
Proof of Lemma 1. If deRf ,  then Rdc_Rf. Indeed if 2 e (TnV) * and 2 'e  (TmV) *, 
then 2 ®2'e  (Tn+mv) * and 2n~.~ = (2 ®)~')R and hence 
(ARbR(A'RbRf)) a ' , = 2R2Rf(abb ) = ((A ® 2')R(bb')Rf)a. (3) 
Hence i f feA  °, then so is d. In particular, each g, eA  °.  Similarly, the h,'s are in 
Lf and so are representative. [] 
Corollary 3. I f  f eA ° and B is a graded basis of TV, then Rf=Ref.  
Proof .  We have A f= ~ gi ~ h, where we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3 that 
the g,'s may be taken in Ref. But then for any beA n and 2 e(TnV) *, R(b, 2)f= 
~,A(htb)g ieRBf. [] 
Corollary 4. Suppose D c_ A °. Then D is a subcoalgebra if and only if LD c_ D and 
RDc_D. 
Proof. If LDc_D and RDc_D and deD,  then AdeRd@Ldc_D®D, and so D is 
a subcoalgebra. Conversely, suppose D is a subcoalgebra and deD. Then Ad= 
~g,®h, eD®D; by the proof of Theorem 3 we may assume that the g,'s are a 
basis of Rd. Hence Rdc_D, and similarly Ldc_ D. [] 
Corollary 5. I f  f cA ° and D is the subcoalgebra generated by f, then D=L(Rf)  
( = R(Lf)). 
Proof. By Corollary 4, LRfc_ D, and also, by (3), RLRf= LRRf= LRf  and LLRf= 
LRf, and so LRf  is a subcoalgebra containing f. [] 
We specialize the above results to the case of the cofree coalgebra (with A = k[x]) .  
Let {vj I je J}  be a basis of V. Then we get a graded basis of TV with 
B,,={vj,®...®vgo]jl .... , Le J} .  
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We denote the corresponding 2R's by 2R(Jl,-.. ,Jn) and write Rj, = R(x, )tR(Ji)) and 
similarly for L. Thus Rj f (x~)=( I®2j ) f (x  n+l) (I the identity on T~V, 2joi=Oij). 
By (3), 
R( xm, )tR(Jl, ... ,Jm)) = Rj, "" Rj, . 
Corollary 6. Suppose f e TV ktx]. Then f e k[x]°v i f  and only if  the span of  
{Ry~.. .R j . , f l j ie J  (i= l , . . . ,m), m>O} 
is finite-dimensional. 
Corollary 7. Suppose D is a subspace of  k[x]°v. Then D is a subcoalgebra i f and 
only if  RjDULjDc_D for  a l l j~ J .  
3. Cocommutative coalgebras 
An element f of A ° will be called symmetric if for every homogeneous a (say of 
degree n), fa is a symmetric element of TnV. Denote the subspace of symmetric 
elements of A°v by sA°v .
Theorem 4. sA ° is a subcoalgebra of  A°v, and is cocommutative i f  A is com- 
mutative (in the ordinary, non-graded sense). Moreover sk[x] ° is (a realization of) 
the co free cocommutative coalgebra on V. 
Proof. To show that sA ° is a subcoalgebra it suffices by Corollary 4 to show that 
if f is symmetric, then all R(b, 2)f  are symmetric. But if f is symmetric and a, b are 
homogeneous, then bRf(a) =f(ab) is symmetric and hence R(b, 2)f= 2Rf(ab) is also 
symmetric. To see that sA ° is cocommutative when A is commutative, note that if 
f is symmetric and a, beA are homogeneous of degrees m,n, then in (1) we may 
apply the twist map induced by the obvious permutation of m + n letters to show 
that f(ba) =f(ab) = ~,, hi(b)gi(a), and therefore f is cocommutative. Next, let D be 
a cocommutative coalgebra, ~0 "D- ,  V a linear map, and O:D--,k[x]°v the cor- 
responding coalgebra map to the cofree coalgebra (so that ¢p = r~0). To show that 
sk[x] ° is the cofree cocommutative coalgebra it suffices to show that OD c_ sk[x] °. 
But for d in D, it follows from (2) and the generalized cocommutativity law on D 
that Od is symmetric. [] 
Since s( )o, regarded as a functor (Gr Comm Alg) °p ~ Cocomm Coalg, is a right 
adjoint, it preserves products, and hence if A, B are commutative graded algebras, 
then 
B)v - - sAv®sBv.  s (A  ® o _ o o 
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